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9oblems in chinese teachers’ instructional discourse ... - keywords: teachers’ instructional discourse,
authenticity, genuineness, unnaturalness introduction teachers’ instructional discourse, a sub-category of
teacher discourse, is the medium that teachers use to authentication cool and hot - core - authentication
endows an object, site or event with authenticity; it thus involves performativity, a concept introduced into
linguistic philosophy by john austin (1970), which has been recently induced into the discourse of authenticity
by knudsen and waade (2010). authenticity revisited: the rock critic and the changing real - this is
fundamental to any qualiﬁed understanding of the concept in art discourse. but “authenticity” is also an issue
for philosophers and psychologists, and questions that concern the relation between self and others (such as
“what is an authentic tensions and dilemmas in community development: new ... - tensions and
dilemmas in community development: new discourses, new trojans? sue kenny keynote speech abstract while
community development is always full of issues, there are new and perhaps analysing the media
discourses surrounding djs as ... - authenticity and cultural discourse it is well established that the media
play a major role in cultural activities and are central to the power structures and systems of belief, shaping
the definition and distribution of cultural knowledge and from authority to authenticity: the changing
governance of ... - from authority to authenticity: the changing governance of biotechnology nik brown &
mike michael – satsu working paper n241 2002 now published in: (2002) health, risk and society, 4, 3, 259-272
this is a preprint draft. citation should conform to normal academic standards. please use either the ‘satsu
working paper’ number and date. or, where a paper has entered into print elsewhere ... authenticity and
hybridity: scrutinising heritage - of experts.7 authenticity, they would contend, is defined by the authority
and gravity of expert knowledge through a discourse of calculability that is not inherent to objects or political
discourse analysis - research database - 1 analysing political discourse: toward a cognitive approach1
christopher hart university of hertfordshire c.j.hart@herts the critical study of political discourse has up until
very recently rested solely within the authenticity, congruence and transparency - elements uk authenticity, congruence and transparency germain lietaer although rogers had always attached great
importance to the therapist's authenticity (see for example new directions in the sociology of tourism authenticity is emergent and socially constructed, engendered by interpretations of the genuineness of a
toured object, including toured ‘others’ (reisinger & steiner 2006; wang 1999). timothy dwight and the yale
revival of 1802 - dwight’s discourse on the genuineness and authenticity of the new testament , delivered in
1793, had earned him wide reputation as a champion of scriptural authority.
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